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AN EQUIDISTRIBUTION INVOLVING INVISIBLE

INVERSIONS

MICHAEL COOPMAN AND MARTIN RUBEY

Abstract. We provide two explicit bijections demonstrating that,
among permutations, the number of invisible inversions is equidis-
tributed with the number of occurrences of the vincular pattern
13-2 after sorting the set of runs.

1. Introduction

The set of visible inversions, a certain subset of the usual inversion
set of a permutation, was introduced by Z. Hamaker, E. Marberg and
P. Pawlowski in [3] to describe the rank function of the restriction of
the Bruhat order to involutions.
In this note we are concerned with the complementary set of invisible

inversions1 |Invpπq of a permutation π. This is the set of pairs pi, jq such
that i ă j and πpiq ą πpjq ą i. Querying the database of combinatorial
statistics www.findstat.org suggested that the number of invisible
inversions is equidistributed with the number of occurrences of the
vincular pattern 13-2 after sorting the set of runs. Our goal is to prove
a refinement of this guess. We note that the map sorting the set of
runs of a permutation appears to have some remarkable properties, as
recently demonstrated by P. Alexandersson and O. Nabawanda in [1].
An ascending run of π is a maximal consecutive subsequence of π in

its one-line notation that is increasing. Let runsortpπq be the permu-
tation obtained by rearranging the set of ascending runs in increasing
order of their minimal elements2. Furthermore, let 13-2pπq3 be the set
of pairs pi, jq such that i ă j and πpiq ă πpjq ă πpi ` 1q. Then, it
turns out that

ÿ

πPSn

q|}Invpπq| “
ÿ

πPSn

q|13-2prunsortpπqq|.

Martin Rubey was supported by the Austrian Science Fund (FWF): P 29275.
1www.findstat.org/St001727
2www.findstat.org/Mp00223
3www.findstat.org/St000356
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In fact, this result can be refined significantly. To state the refine-
ment, let 31∗2pπq be the set of pairs pi, jq such that πpiq ą πpjq ą
πpi`1q and the minimal element of the descending run containing πpiq
and πpi`1q is smaller than the minimal element of the descending run
containing πpjq. In this case we call πpjq a descent view.
Thus, |31∗2pπq| “ |13-2prunsortpreversepπqqq|. Furthermore, recall

that a global ascent of a permutation π is an index m such that π

restricted to rms is a permutation. Finally, a left-to-right maximum of
π is a value v “ πpjq such that πpiq ă v for all i ă j.

Theorem 1.1. There is an explicit bijection χ : Sn Ñ Sn such that,
setting σ “ χpπq,

‚ the multiset ttπpjq | pi, jq P 31∗2pπquu of descent views is the

multiset ttσpjq | pi, jq P |Invpσquu of invisible inversion bottoms,
‚ the set of maximal elements of the descending runs of π is the
set of positions of the weak deficiencies of σ,

‚ the set of minimal elements of the descending runs of π is the
set of values of the weak deficiencies of σ,

‚ the sets of global ascents of π and σ are the same, and
‚ the set of left-to-right maxima of π is the set of maximal ele-
ments in the cycles of σ.

We will show in Section 3 that χpπq is uniquely determined on its
set of exceedances by the requirements of Theorem 1.1. We will then
present two slightly different ways to define χpπq on the set of weak de-
ficiences, the first variant, www.findstat.org/Mp00235, in Section 4.1,
and the second variant, www.findstat.org/Mp00237, in Section 4.2.
We remark that, for both bijections, the preimage of the set of invo-

lutions is the set of permutations whose descending runs all have length
at most two and increasing maximal elements. Restricting χ to this
set we obtain the classical (inverse) fundamental transformation4 due
to Rényi, and Foata and Schützenberger.
It may be interesting to explore whether further bijections satisfying

some of the requirements of Theorem 1.1 can be found. One might spec-
ulate that encoding permutations in terms of labelled Motzkin paths
with two types of horizontal steps, using the Foata-Zeilberger bijection
or one of its variants, could be helpful. Doing so, the exceedances of
χpπq and their values would carry the same information as the Motzkin
path itself and its labels on the up steps and the horizontal steps of
one kind.

4www.findstat.org/Mp00086
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One variant of the Foata-Zeilberger bijection, between involutions
and Motzkin paths with only one kind of horizontal steps and labels
only on the down steps, was in fact used by Z. Hamaker and the first
author [2] to give a visual interpretation of the number of visible inver-
sions in involutions.

2. Definitions

A (descending) run of π is a maximal consecutive decreasing sub-
sequence of π in its one-line notation. From now on, we will only
consider descending runs. We denote the set of runs of π with Rpπq.
A run top/run bottom is the largest/smallest element of a run.
An exceedance/weak deficiency of π is a position i P rns such that

πpiq is strictly greater/weakly less than i. An inversion of π is a pair
pi, jq such that i ă j and πpiq ą πpjq. We call πpjq the inversion
bottom. An invisible inversion additionally satisfies i ă πpjq.

3. The exceedances of χpπq

We define the bijection χ : Sn Ñ Sn in two steps. First we describe
the exceedances of σ “ χpπq. The following is our key lemma.

Lemma 3.1. Let RB and RT be the set of run bottoms, respectively
run tops, of π. There exists a unique bijection σe “ χepπq : rnszRT Ñ
rnszRB whose multiset of inversion bottoms is the multiset of descent
views of π which are not run bottoms. Moreover, σepiq ą i for all
i P rnszRT .

Proof. Let dπpvq be the number of πpiq’s that make v a descent view,
that is, the multiplicity of v in the multiset of descent views. Let
v P rnszRB. Thus, dπpvq is the number of positions i such that πpi `
1q ă v ă πpiq and the run containing πpi ` 1q and πpiq has a smaller
run bottom than the run containing v. Therefore, if R is the set of
runs of π and b is the run bottom of the run containing v,

dπpvq “ #tr P R | minprq ă v ă maxprq and minprq ă bu.

We now define σe iteratively. Let S “ rnszRT . For v P rnszRB,
beginning with the smallest, we let σ´1

e pvq be the pdπpvq`1q-st element
in S and then remove this element from S.
When defining σ´1

e pvq, there are |rnszRB| ´#tw P rnszRB | w ă vu
elements in S, which is at least dπpvq ` 1 because

dπpvq ` 1 ď #tw P rnszRB | w ą vu ` 1

“ |rnszRB| ´ #tw P rnszRB | w ă vu,
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which ensures that σe is well-defined.
Uniqueness follows from the fact that v is the inversion bottom of

precisely those dπpvq elements whose preimage is in what remains of S
but is smaller than σ´1

e pvq.
It remains to show that σ´1

e pvq ă v. Initially, there are

v ´ 1 ´ #tw P RT | w ă vu

elements in S that are strictly less than v. When defining σ´1

e pvq, we
can assume by induction that only elements strictly less than v were
removed from S. Moreover, the number of removed elements equals
#tw P rnszRB | w ă vu. Thus, the number of elements strictly less
than v in what remains of S is

v ´ 1 ´ #tw P RT | w ă vu ´ #tw P rnszRB | w ă vu.

It remains to show that this is larger than dπpvq, which follows from
these two observations:

v ´ 1 ´ #tw P rnszRB | w ă vu “ #tw P RB | w ă vu,

and

#tw P RB | w ă vu ´ #tw P RT | w ă vu

“ #tr P R | minprq ă v ď maxprqu ą dπpvq.

�

Lemma 3.2. Let π1 and π2 be two permutations. Then

χepπ1q “ χepπ2q ô Rpπ1q “ Rpπ2q.

Proof. If the sets of runs of π1 and π2 coincide we have χepπ1q “ χepπ2q,
because the multiset of descent views of a permutation only depends
on its set of runs.
Conversely, χepπ1q “ χepπ2q immediately implies that the sets of run

bottoms and run tops of π1 and π2 are the same. We show how to
reconstruct the set of runs of a permutation π from χepπq. Let us first
determine the matching between run bottoms and run tops.
Let t be a run top of π, beginning with the smallest. Suppose that

t is not a run bottom. In this case dπptq is the multiplicity of t in
the multiset of inversion bottoms of χepπq. Then, as t completes dπptq
descent views, t must be the run top for the pdπptq ` 1q-st smallest run
bottom which is not yet matched with a run top. If t is a run bottom,
dπ1

ptq is not determined by χepπ1q. However, in this case it is clearly a
singleton run in both π1 and π2.
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Finally, suppose the v is neither a run bottom nor a run top. Then,
among the runs with smaller run bottom and larger run top, v belongs
to the one with pdπpvq ` 1q-st smallest run bottom. �

Lemma 3.3. Let π be a permutation and let σ be any permutation
that agrees with σepπq on the set of exceedances and has no other ex-
ceedances. Then the multiset of invisible inversion bottoms of σ equals
the multiset of descent views of π.

Proof. Let RB be the set of run bottoms of π. If v P rnszRB, then
by Lemma 3.1 v is the value of an exceedance of σ. Therefore, v is
an invisible inversion bottom if and only if it is an inversion bottom.
Thus, the multiplicity of v in the multiset of invisible inversion bottoms
equals the multiplicity of v in the multiset of descent views of π.
Suppose now that v P RB. We partition the set rv ´ 1s in two

ways. For any element w let rtpwq be the run top in the decreasing run
containing w. Then the first partition of rv ´ 1s is as follows:

A “ tw P rv ´ 1s | w R RBu

B “ tw P rv ´ 1s | w P RB and rtpwq ď vu

C “ tw P rv ´ 1s | w P RB and rtpwq ą vu.

Note that #C “ dπpvq. For the second partition of rv ´ 1s, let

F “ ti P rv ´ 1s | σpiq ď iu

G “ ti P rv ´ 1s | σpiq ą i and σpiq ď vu

H “ ti P rv ´ 1s | σpiq ą i and σpiq ą vu.

Note that #H is the multiplicity of v in the multiset of invisible in-
versions bottoms, because with j “ σ´1pvq ě v we have i ă j and
i ă v “ σpjq ă σpiq for any i P H . Moreover, #F “ #B, since every
element i of F is a run top of π, and mapping i to the corresponding
run bottom yields a bijection. Finally, #G “ #A, with σ restricted to
G serving as a bijection: because any i P G is an exceedance of σ we
find that σpiq is not a run bottom of π and therefore σpiq ‰ v.
We conclude that #C “ #H , which is what we wanted to prove. �

Proposition 3.4. Let π be a permutation and let σ be any permutation
that agrees with χepπq on the set of exceedances and that has no other
exceedances. Then the sets of global ascents of π and σ are the same.

Proof. If π has a global ascent at index m, π “ pπp1q, . . . , πpmqq is
a permutation of rms. Moreover, any pair pi, jq P 31∗2pπq has either
both i and j in rms, or both in the complement of rms. The same is

true for pairs pi, jq P |Invpπq.
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Figure 1. Descent views of π “ 52 96 8731 4 and
8731 52 4 96, and invisible inversions of σe “ 375??89??.

Therefore, the restriction of χepπq to rms is the same as χepπq. Since
the remaining values of σ are weak deficiencies, σ also has a global
ascent at index m.
Conversely, suppose that σ has a global ascent at index m. Since

σ agrees with χepπq on the set of exceedances and has no other ex-
ceedances, it maps run tops of π to run bottoms of π. Because it has
a global ascent at m, any run top larger than m is mapped to a run
bottom larger than m. Therefore, the number of run tops of π smaller
than m must be equal to the number of run bottoms of π smaller than
m. Thus, any run of π has either both its run bottom and its run top,
and therefore all of its elements contained in rms or all of its elements
contained in the complement of rms. Finally, any ordering of the runs
of π must be such that the runs contained in rms must come first. This
in turn implies that π has a global ascent. �

Let us conclude this section with an example. Let π “ 52 96 8731 4.
In the left most diagram of Figure 1 there is, for each i, a black dots
in the i-th column from the left and the πpiq-th row from the bottom.
The descending runs of π are separated by heavier vertical lines.
The permutation π illustrated in the middle diagram is obtained by

sorting the set of descending runs of π such that the sequence of run
bottoms increases. Thus, the multisets ttπpjq | pi, jq P 31∗2pπquu and
ttπpjq | pi, jq P 31∗2pπquu are the same, but the multiset for π is easier
to visualize. In the middle diagram, the descent views are indicated
by horizontal dashed lines, emanating from the dotted lines, which
indicate the descents, towards the right.
For both π and π we have rnszRB “ p3, 5, 7, 8, 9q and the multiset

of descent views is tt2, 4, 4, 5, 6uu. The only descent view which is not
a run bottom is 5, and we have pdπpvqqvPrnszRB “ p0, 1, 0, 0, 0q.
The partial permutation σe “ 375??89?? is illustrated in the right

most diagram. Additionally, the dashed horizontal lines emanating
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from the vertical dotted lines indicate the invisible inversions. The
only invisible inversion pi, jq such that σpjq is not a run bottom has
σpiq “ 5.
There are twelve permutations with the same set of runs as π, and

twelve permutations whose restriction to rnszRT equals σe and which
do not have any further exceedances.

4. The weak deficiencies of χpπq

Lemma 3.1 shows that the values of σ on rnszRT are determined by
the first three requirements in Theorem 1.1. This is not the case for the
values on the run tops of π, even when imposing the final requirement
stated in Theorem 1.1.
In this section we provide two different ways to complete the defi-

nition of σ. Note that, if we ignore the final requirement from Theo-
rem 1.1, it suffices to encode the order of the runs of π in the bijection
σd : RT Ñ RB.
In both variants we will make use of the following construction: let

f be a partial permutation, that is an injective map S Ñ rns defined
on a subset S of rns. Then the iterated preimage f˚pcq of an element
c P rns which is not contained in a cycle of f is the element s P S such
that fkpsq “ c, with k ě 0 maximal. In particular, if c is not in the
image of f , then f˚pcq “ c.
We define the values of σ on the set of run tops iteratively, begin-

ning with the smallest run top and removing the corresponding runs
from π. Thus, throughout the algorithm, we consider σ as a partial
permutation, which initially equals σe. Note that σe does not contain
any cycles.
The first three steps of both variants are identical:

(1) Let t be the smallest run top in π.
(2) Remove the run containing t from π.
(3) If t was the first element of π, set σptq “ σ˚ptq.

In the following two sections, we provide two different ways of spec-
ifying σptq if there is a run bottom to the left of t. In both cases, we
set σptq “ σ˚pt1q for some run top t1 ą t satisfying σ˚pt1q ă t. Thus,
throughout the algorithm the functional digraph of σ is a collection of
paths beginning with a run bottom and ending with a run top, which
is also the largest element of the path, together with a collection of cy-
cles. In each iteration a run top is connected to a smaller run bottom.
Assuming this, we can already conclude that the bijection satisfies the
final requirement of Theorem 1.1.
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Lemma 4.1. A cycle of σ is completed in an iteration of the algorithm
if and only if the smallest run top t is the first element of π. In this
case, t is the maximal element of the cycle.
Therefore, the left-to-right maxima of π are the maximal elements of

the cycles of σ.

Proof. If the minimal run top t is the first element of π, and therefore a
left-to-right maximum, we complete a cycle of σ by setting σptq “ σ˚ptq.
This cycle has maximal element t because only run tops t1 ă t have
been assigned an image yet, and, by assumption, all run tops are weak
deficiencies.
Otherwise, we set σptq “ σ˚pt1q for some run top t1 ą t. Since the

(partial) map σ is injective, σ˚pt1q must be different from σ˚ptq before
this assignment, which means that no cycle is completed. �

4.1. First variant. In the following we will use an auxiliary map τ ,
which we now define. Let ρ : RB Ñ RT be the bijection that maps
each run bottom of π to the corresponding run top in the same run.
Then, given σ, we set τ “ σ˚ ˝ ρ, restricted to the set of run bottoms
remaining in π. Note that τ has to be recomputed whenever another
value of σ is determined.
For example, if π “ 52 96 8731 4, we have

ρ “ 1 2 4 6
8 5 4 9

and σ˚
e “ 8 5 4 9

6 1 4 2

and therefore

τ “ 1 2 4 6
6 1 4 2

.

We now specify the final step of the algorithm as follows:

(4) Otherwise, let a be the run bottom left of t, and let k ě 1 be
minimal such that τkpaq ă t. Set σptq “ τkpaq.

Let us illustrate this procedure by resuming our example. Initially,
we have

π “ 52 96 8731 4 σ “ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
3 7 5 8 9

τ “ 1 2 4 6
6 1 4 2

.

The smallest run top is t “ 4. There is a run to the left of t, with run
bottom a “ 1. Since τpaq “ 6 ą 4, and τ 2paq “ 2 ă 4, we set σp4q “ 2.
Removing the run 4 from π and taking into account that now τp6q “

σ˚p9q “ 4 we obtain

π “ 52 96 8731 σ “ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
3 7 5 2 8 9

τ “ 1 2 6
6 1 4

.

The smallest run top is now t “ 5. Since t is the first element of π, we
set σp5q “ σ˚p5q “ 1. We remove the run 52 from π and obtain

π “ 96 8731 σ “ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
3 7 5 2 1 8 9

τ “ 1 6
6 4

.
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The smallest run top is now t “ 8. There is a run to the left of t, with
run bottom a “ 6. Since τpaq “ 4 ă 8, we set σp8q “ 4. We also
remove the run 8731 from π, which leaves us with

π “ 96 σ “ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
3 7 5 2 1 8 9 4

τ “ 6
6
,

and it remains to set σp9q “ σ˚p9q “ 6.

Lemma 4.2. At any stage of the algorithm and for any run bottom b

we either have τpbq “ σ˚
e pρpbqq or τpbq is less than or equal to the

minimal remaining run top of π.

Proof. Suppose that the minimal run top is t and the corresponding
run bottom is b.
If t is the first element of π, then, after setting σptq, only b is removed

from the domain of τ , and no other values of τ are modified.
Otherwise, let c “ τk´1paq, and let d “ τpcq “ σ˚pρpcqq. Then after

setting σptq “ d, the value of τpcq becomes

σ˚pρpcqq “ σ˚pσ´1pdqq “ σ˚ptq “ σ˚pρpbqq “ τpbq.

If τpbq still has its original value, we have

τpbq “ σ˚
e pρpbqq “ σ˚

e ptq ď t.

Otherwise, τpbq is not larger than the minimal run top remaining when
it was modified itself, which in turn must be smaller than t. �

Lemma 4.3. In step (4), there exists an integer k ě 1 such that
τkpaq ă t. We then also have that τkpaq “ σ˚pt1q for some run top
t1 ą t.
Thus, the algorithm is well defined and satisfies the assumption.

Proof. Initially, τ is a permutation of the run bottoms of π. Thus, if
τ ℓpaq “ pσ˚

e ˝ ρqℓpaq for all ℓ, the cycle of τ beginning with τpaq also
contains a, which is strictly smaller than t.
Otherwise, if τ ℓpaq ‰ pσ˚

e ˝ ρqℓpaq for some ℓ, then τ ℓpaq ď s ă t

by Lemma 4.2, where s is the minimal run top of what remained of π
when the modification of σ˚pρpτ ℓ´1paqqq occurred.
It remains to show that τkpaq “ σ˚pt1q for some run top t1 ą t. To

this end, let t1 “ σmpτkpaqq with m maximal. Then t1 ě t, because all
run tops strictly smaller than t have already been assigned an image.
Suppose that t1 “ t, that is, τkpaq “ σ˚pt1q “ σ˚ptq. Then τk´1paq “

ρ´1ptq ď t. By the minimality of k we obtain that τk´1paq “ t “ ρptq.
However, if τpcq “ σ˚pρpcqq “ t then ρpcq “ t, because t has no image,
which in turn implies that t must be a fixed point of τ . This contradicts
the assumption that τkpaq “ σ˚ptq “ t. �
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Proposition 4.4. χ is injective, and therefore a bijection.

Proof. Suppose that χpπ1q “ χpπ2q. By Lemma 3.2, π1 and π2 have
the same set of runs, which implies that the same τ will be used for
both to compute the weak deficiencies of χpπ1q and χpπ2q. We show
that the sequence of runs is the same in π1 and π2.
Suppose that there is a run, with run top t and run bottom b, which

is the first run in what remains of π1 but in what remains of π2 the
run bottom a precedes t. Then χpπ1qptq “ σ˚ptq “ τpbq “ τkpaq “
χpπ2qptq. Since τ is injective, we therefore have τk´1paq “ b ď t, which
contradicts the minimality of k.
Finally, suppose that the currently minimal run top t is preceded by

a1 in what remains of π1, and by a2 in what remains of π2. Then we have
χpπ1qptq “ τk1pa1q “ τk2pa2q “ χpπ2qptq. Without loss of generality,
we may assume that k1 ă k2. Since τ is injective, τk2´k1pa2q “ a1 ď t,
contradicting the minimality of k2. �

4.2. Second variant. We specify the final step of the algorithm as
follows:

(4) Otherwise, let i be the index of the run bottom left of t in the
sequence b1 ă b2 ă . . . of run bottoms in what remains of π and
let si be the i-th smallest element other than s “ σ˚ptq which
is not yet in the image of σ. Set σptq “ si.

Again, let us illustrate this procedure by resuming our example. Ini-
tially, we have

π “ 52 96 8731 4 σ “ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
3 7 5 8 9

The smallest run top is t “ 4, with corresponding run bottom b “ 4.
There is a run to the left of t, whose run bottom 1 is the smallest
among the run bottoms in π other than b “ 4. The first element other
than σ˚ptq “ 4 which is not in the image of σ is 1, so we set σp4q “ 1.
Removing the run 4 from π we obtain

π “ 52 96 8731 σ “ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
3 7 5 1 8 9

The smallest run top is now t “ 5. Since t is the first element of π, we
set σp5q “ σ˚p5q “ 4.
We remove the run 52 from π, to obtain

π “ 96 8731 σ “ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
3 7 5 1 4 8 9

The smallest run top is now t “ 8, with corresponding run bottom
b “ 1. There is a run to the left of t, whose run bottom 6 is the
smallest among the run bottoms in π other than b “ 1. The first
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element other than σ˚ptq “ 6 which is not in the image of σ is 2, so we
set σp8q “ 2.
Finally, we remove the run 8731 from π. This leaves us with

π “ 96 σ “ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
3 7 5 1 4 8 9 2

and it remains to set σp9q “ σ˚p9q “ 6.

Lemma 4.5. In step (4) of the algorithm, the number of run bottoms
strictly less than t equals the number of elements strictly less than t

other than s which are not in the image of σ.
Thus, the algorithm is well defined. Moreover, the assumption is

satisfied.

Proof. We consider the effect of a single iteration of the algorithm on
the set of run bottoms of what remains of π and the set of elements
which are not yet in the image of σ. To do so, initialise the two sets B
and S with the initial set of run bottoms RB of π. After each iteration,
remove the run bottom b in the same run as t from B and remove σptq
from S. Thus, only elements smaller than or equal to t are removed
from B.
If step (3) is executed, also an element smaller than or equal to t is

removed from S, because σ˚ptq ď t. On the other hand, suppose that
in previous iterations only elements smaller than or equal to the then
current run top were removed from S. Then, in step (3), the number
of elements in Szs which are less than or equal to t equals the number
of elements in Bzb which are less than or equal to t. Since bi P Bzb, we
conclude that si P Szs.
Finally, since si ‰ σ˚ptq and all elements smaller than t have an

image, si “ σpt1q for some run top strictly larger than t. �

Proposition 4.6. χ is injective, and therefore a bijection.

Proof. Suppose that χpπ1q “ χpπ2q. By Lemma 3.2, π1 and π2 have
the same set of runs. We show that the sequence of runs is the same
in π1 and π2.
Suppose that there is a run, with run top t, which is the first run

in what remains of π1 but in what remains of π2 the run bottom bi
precedes t. Then s “ σ˚ptq “ si, which is impossible.
Otherwise, suppose that the minimal run top t is preceded by bi in

what remains of π1, and by bj in what remains of π2. Then we have
si “ sj and therefore also i “ j. �
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